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ABSTRACT

Video surveillance, closed-circuit TV and IP-camera systems became virtually omnipresent and indispensable for many organizations, businesses, and users. Their main purpose is to provide physical security, increase safety, and prevent crime. They also became increasingly complex, comprising many communication means, embedded hardware and non-trivial firmware. However, most research to date focused mainly on the privacy aspects of such systems, and did not fully address their issues related to cyber-security in general, and visual layer (i.e., imagery semantics) attacks in particular.

In this paper, we conduct a systematic review of existing and novel threats in video surveillance, closed-circuit TV and IP-camera systems based on publicly available data. The insights can then be used to better understand and identify the security and the privacy risks associated with the development, deployment, and use of these systems. We study existing and novel threats, along with their existing or possible countermeasures, and summarize this knowledge into a comprehensive table that can be used in a practical way as a security checklist when assessing cyber-security level of existing or new CCTV designs and deployments. We also provide a set of recommendations and mitigations that can help improve the security and privacy levels provided by the hardware, the firmware, the network communications and the operation of video surveillance systems. We hope the findings in this paper will provide a valuable knowledge of the threat landscape that such systems are exposed to, as well as promote further research and widen the scope of this field beyond its current boundaries.

1. INTRODUCTION

Video surveillance, Closed-Circuit TV (CCTV), Digital or Network Video Recorder (DVR/NVR), and IP-camera (IPcam) systems became extremely common all around the world. At present, VSSs are fundamental for most, if not all, life areas of the modern society. Their use is extremely wide, ranging from law enforcement and crime prevention, to transport safety and traffic monitoring, to industrial processes oversight and control of retail, to unauthorized [51, 65], illegal [115] and even criminal use [66]. And their number is incredibly large, some reports estimating it to be in the range of 245 million cameras/systems [63].

Generally, most of the concerns about video surveillance systems are related to privacy issues for obvious reasons. The privacy impact of VSSs is especially important in the light of revelations about global surveillance programs [4], and video surveillance scandals in particular [22]. However, besides privacy issues, an insecure or compromised VSS can raise a myriad of other non-privacy related issues. For example, their breach was shown to endanger the security and safety of a prison [66], pose theft risks to institutions operating with money such as banks [28] and casinos [115], emotionally affect other persons (especially children) [17], or interfere with police and law-enforcement [17]. At the same time, as more and more embedded devices are being analyzed at large scale for security vulnerabilities [40, 41], it is no surprise that VSSs have recently gained a dramatic increase of attention from security researchers [26, 27, 103, 59, 39, 114]. Those and similar studies led to more than a handful of vulnerabilities [4] with large-scale impact in real life [20, 12]. The variety of vendors and vulnerabilities disclosed in those studies and security advisories clearly indicates the unhealthy state of cyber-security of video surveillance systems.

In this paper, we conduct a systematic review of the existing threats and vulnerabilities in video surveillance, closed-circuit TV and IP-camera systems based on publicly available data. In addition to this, we review main threats and attacks taxonomies for video surveillance systems and for embedded devices. We also provide a set of recommendations and mitigations that can help improve the security and privacy levels provided by the hardware, the firmware, the network communications and the operation of video surveillance systems.

Our main contributions are:

- To the best of our knowledge, we present the first comprehensive and cross-disciplinary study of attacks and mitigations specific to VSS and CCTV systems.
- We discuss in-depth novel and specific attacks on VSS and CCTV systems.
- We present one novel covert channel specific to CCTV cameras (namely mechanical movement and position), and extend several existing covert channels to take advantage of specifics of VSS and CCTV systems.
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2. RELATED WORK

On the one hand, researchers approached the security and the threat modeling of various parts of complex video surveillance systems. Kim and Han [67] developed a security model to ensure a safe and secure operation of an intelligent VSS. The model is represented by a set of particularly desired security functions which are grouped into several groups: video gathering group, video storage group, video control group, video application group. In their model, authors relate each identified security threat with particular security functions within defined groups. Lee and Wan [71] provide a high-level overview of security requirements for network CCTV in the context of u-City services. These requirements relate to the confidentiality, the integrity, the system protection and the content privacy. Park and Jun [94] summarize a subset of threats posed to networked and IP based CCTV systems. Subsequently, they propose two enhanced security protocols for user registration and authentication in order to increase the security of such networked systems. Coole et. al [38] describe a subset of the security issues related to networked, and especially Wi-Fi based, surveillance devices. The authors also discuss the significance of vulnerability exploitation of such devices in the context of confidentiality, integrity, availability. They conclude with a framework for implementing controls to reduce risk associated with Wi-Fi based CCTV systems. Recently, Obermaier and Hutle [85] provided a practical analysis of the security and privacy of four major cloud-based video surveillance systems. They reverse-engineered the security implementation and discovered several vulnerabilities in every of the tested systems. The authors considered two attacker models, namely local network attacker and remote network attacker. They demonstrated how these attackers can exploit VSS vulnerabilities to blackmail users and companies by DoS attacks, by injecting forged video streams, and by eavesdropping private video data, even without physical access to the systems. Their main findings, however, relate to classical weaknesses such as fallback to unsecured function, proprietary security protocols, weak passwords, and insecure authentication.

On the other hand, various taxonomies for threats, attacks and vulnerabilities for embedded systems exist. They range from generic taxonomies [93] to domain-specific ones [46]. However, no comprehensive domain-specific taxonomy for video surveillance systems exist. Generic taxonomies are usually preferred because they provide fundamental understanding of the problems and solutions. However, domain-specific taxonomies can prove themselves very useful because they can capture details (e.g., visual layer attacks in Section 3.2.1 or video sensor attacks in Table 1) that are missed or cannot be captured by the generic taxonomies. In this regard, our work leans towards a domain-specific classification system for video surveillance systems. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first comprehensive and cross-disciplinary study of attacks and mitigations specific to VSS and CCTV systems.

3. REVIEW OF THREATS, VULNERABILITIES, ATTACKS AND MITIGATIONS

In this section, we identify and describe the criteria we used for classification and review. For this purpose, we analyzed publicly reported vulnerabilities and published exploits that are related to video surveillance systems. Also, we checked whitepapers and presentation from computer security conferences (e.g., BlackHat, DefCon, HITB), including academic whitepapers with practical focus. We also checked the Internet for blog-posts, media reports, and mail-lists that discuss threats, vulnerabilities, attacks, and malware for video surveillance systems.

3.1 Classification Criteria

To create the classification, we have chosen 7 criteria to describe the threats, vulnerabilities, attacks and mitigations for video surveillance systems: (1) attack surface, (2) attack type, (3) attacker type, (4) directly affected component(s), (5) exploitation complexity, (6) mitigation, and (7) mitigation complexity.

Table 1 presents our classification of threats, vulnerabilities, attacks, and mitigations for video surveillance systems. This table can help understand better the attack surface and the attacker’s techniques, mitigate specific threats and focus on securing specific components of the VSSs. Alternatively, during the deployment or operation of a specific VSS, it can be used as a checklist to validate if it fulfills the security requirements for that particular deployment. For example, if DoS attacks on the WiFi and RF links are unacceptable, the checklist can help identify that and check if the proposed mitigations (or similar ones) are implemented into the VSS. Or, for example, if the VSS is required to withstand dazzling, then appropriate checks on light filters and compensation techniques in hardware/software could be made according to this table.

Also, our classification could be easily mapped to the generic taxonomy of attacks and vulnerabilities for embedded devices from Papp et. al [93]. One way to perform the mapping could be as follows: (a) attack type → vulnerability; (b) attack surface + attacker type → precondition; (c) directly affected component → target; (d) attack type + mitigation → attack method; (e) attacker type → effect. However, in contrast to existing methodologies, in particular [93], our classification also provides comprehensive information on mitigation. Additionally, it provides indicative (but non-authoritative) complexity levels for both executing the attack and for implementing the mitigation. For example, this can be useful to prioritize resources and tasks when performing risk/threat assessment or responding to an active attack on VSSs.

3.2 Discussion on Specific Attacks

3.2.1 Visual Layer Attacks

Compared to other embedded systems, video surveillance systems have an additional level of abstraction, i.e., the visual layer. Therefore, it is possible to (ab)use this layer to carry out novel attacks on the video surveillance systems that take advantage of the imagery semantics and image recognition.

Costin [39] presented first such an attack on CCTV cameras as the visual layer backdoors, which was also implemented into a full body scanner as the secret knock image by Mowery et al. [80]. This attack is a multi-stage one and works at the visual layer as follows. At the first stage, the VSS is infected with a malicious component (e.g., hardware, firmware). In some scenarios, this can be achieved locally via a malicious firmware update over the USB port, and remotely via a command injection or a malicious firmware upgrade over the web interface. In other scenarios, the VSS or CCTV system could be sold through legitimate sales channel with the malware already pre-installed [61]. At the second stage, the malicious component is triggered and controlled via malicious image inputs when such imagery is “visualized” by the cameras and the video sensors. In the most general case, the trigger and command can be coded in any arbitrary data-to-image encoding scheme. In one example, the malicious component could be designed to constantly blur pre-programmed faces or car plate reg-
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1Not at least without losing their practical or generic applicability. QR-codes are a popular implementation of such data-to-image encoding schemes.
isteration numbers of attackers, or to disable certain functionality in the surveillance system (e.g., video recording functionality, or detection of a prohibited item such as a gun during a full body scan [70]). As a result, this type of malicious functionality could be used in theft and other criminal activities. In another example, it could read QR-like codes and interpret them as different commands. The malicious imagery [65] could be printed on t-shirts, cars or any accessory visible enough to the cameras. The commands could range from “stop recording” and “blur attacker face” to “contact command and control center” and “update malicious components”. A variation of this attack was demonstrated in a Google Glass hack [16]. It used a specially crafted QR-code as malicious image input to control the Google Glass (in an unauthorized and unattended way) and force the cameras or any accessory visible enough to the cameras. The commands could range from “stop recording” and “blur attacker face” to “contact command and control center” and “update malicious components”. A variation of this attack was demonstrated in a Google Glass hack [16]. It used a specially crafted QR-code as malicious image input to control the Google Glass (in an unauthorized and unattended way) and force it to visit a malicious URL. To further complicate the detection by human operators and hide its payload, the visual layer attacks could use optical covert channel techniques. These attacks could use the camera sensitivity to infra-red and near-infra-red spectrum to send “invisible” information. Also, these attacks could use techniques similar to VisiSploit by Guri et al. [53], except that such a channel would be used to inject data and commands, rather than exfiltrate the data.

Finally, visual layer attacks are in fact not far-fetched. Since visual layer information of any kind will be processed at a certain point (e.g., image compression, face recognition, Optical Character Recognition (OCR)), this opens up opportunities for both intended and unintended errors. One example of such unintended error is the infamous example of Xerox scanners and photocopiers that were randomly altering numbers and data in documents [68]. Given the incredible processing complexity built into modern video surveillance systems (e.g., image compression, face recognition, Automatic License Plate Reading (ALPR)), it is reasonable to assume that similar problems (both intended and unintended) at the visual processing layer can affect or attack modern VSSs as well.

**Solutions.** A solution to detect such attacks could be tainting [92, 101] of video frames. Subsequent exploration of control and data flow graphs for both kernel and user space processes could detect “suspicious” code which tries to process video frames (e.g., blur, send them over standard or covert communication channels). At the same time, if such an attack would be implemented in hardware it could be orders of magnitude harder and costlier to defend against or detect as is generally the case with hardware-based backdoors [105]. Also, it could be very challenging to implement such a detection at runtime and most likely it would have to be performed during compliance tests and product certifications. Yet another solution to detect such attacks could be the use of performance counters [45, 112], since the malware performing a visual layer attack (i.e., image processing) would introduce an additional noticeable performance penalty.

A solution to prevent visual layer attacks by malware is to allow VSS tamper with the image detection and recognition of the malware. One way to achieve such tampering is by introducing random pixel noise (simplest solution), or key-based pixel noise (similar to direct-sequence spread-spectrum used in radio engineering). Another way is to use the recent advances in research of adversarial images, where a image is altered in particular ways to affect the detection and the classification of the image. In this context, image recognition systems have recently been shown to be vulnerable to simple attacks where slight modifications to only a handful of pixels can change the classification result dramatically [106, 52, 83, 75]. However, such a solution have drawbacks. First, the malware could use the same technique on the VSS and the raw video to prevent, for example, successful detection and recognition of human faces or vehicle plate numbers. Second, by tampering with the video feed without having a design that can offer secured and private original feed, the VSS could inadvertently tamper with important details in the video (e.g., criminal mugshot), and even render the whole video capture unauthentic and inadmissible as evidence [69]. We leave the implementation of these countermeasure solutions and their evaluation as future work.

Finally, to prevent both privacy and visual layer attacks by malware inside the VSS, a cryptographically-strong system could be used similar to the one by Castiglione et al. [36]. Such a system would guarantee lawfully secure and privacy preserving video feed by employing a hybrid cryptosystem based on a threshold multi-party key-sharing scheme.

### 3.2.2 Covert Channels Attacks

In the last several years, covert channels and data exfiltration (especially in air-gapped environments) was a subject of prolific research by (ab)using electromagnetic [70, 109, 85, 54], acoustic [92, 58, 57], thermal [56, 78], and optical [73, 102, 53, 100] channels. In the context of VSS and CCTV systems, we identify one novel covert channel and extend the application of several existing covert channels. Though the channels we present can be mainly used to exfiltrate data by means of a compromised VSS and CCTV components [61, 66], they can also be used for autonomous and distributed command-and-control purposes as explained below.

**Normal LEDs.**

Normal LEDs in the modern electronic equipment, such as those indicating various statuses of the equipment, have been repeatedly used in covert channels and data exfiltration [73, 57, 102]. Additionally, smart LED bulbs recently have been shown to pose similar threats [100]. Though sometimes the LEDs are physically linked to the hardware and cannot be controlled from software/firmware, recent attacks show that manipulating LEDs from software/firmware becomes increasingly practical and feasible [34]. The VSS and CCTV systems usually have plenty of status LEDs both on the core equipment as well as the CCTV cameras installed outside. Therefore, the LEDs in VSS and CCTV systems could be used in data exfiltration attacks as well.

**Infra-Red (IR) LEDs.**

There is one major drawback of (ab)using normal LEDs in such attacks. If the LEDs are not manipulated in subtle ways (e.g., abnormal blinking frequencies, unusual luminosity levels) and are distinguishable to human eye, this can quickly and altogether compromise the covert channel. Therefore, we propose the use of Infra-Red (IR) LEDs in optical covert channels. Arrays of IR LEDs are used for illumination and provide IR night-vision functionality installed inside almost any modern CCTV camera. These IR LEDs are used for illumination and provide IR night-vision functionality to the cameras and VSS. One important characteristic of IR LEDs is that when they operate, they are often invisible. In order to see the operation of IR LEDs, one would have to use another camera which does not have IR cut-off filters (e.g., another CCTV IR-capable camera). Therefore, the IR-capable CCTV cameras can use the intensity of the IR LEDs (or their ON and OFF
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5The derivation and agreement of the key that generates the noise patterns is beyond the scope of this paper.

6Almost always, but that depends on many characteristics of the IR LEDs used. For the purpose of this paper we assume it is hard, if not impossible, for a human eye to easily distinguish between normal and abnormal use of IR LEDs.
status) to modulate and exfiltrate data. Such exfiltration would be stealthy to human eye. One drawback of such an attack is that when the environment is dark and the cameras rely on IR LEDs to be ON, changing the intensity/status of IR LEDs would immediately be reflected in the camera capture and subsequently in the live displays of the operating personnel who might notice that something is wrong. When the environment is lighted, the changes in the IR LEDs would not be very visible in the camera capture and live displays, however the exfiltrated data can still be remotely captured by an attacker.

Finally, let us take this attack one step further and make the following assumptions:

- There is a Collaborative Group (CG) of compromised CCTV cameras, each of them having Line Of Sight (LOS) to at least one other CCTV camera in the CG. This is a reasonable assumption if we consider the present dense deployments of networks of cameras, and the rate and feasibility of compromising VSS and CCTV systems.

- All the cameras are IR-capable, i.e., have IR LEDs for illumination and besides the normal visible spectrum can also sense the IR and near-IR spectrum (i.e., do not have IR cutoff filters). This means such cameras could detect IR LEDs array patterns and intensity from other cameras or directly from the attacker. This is a reasonable assumption for today’s CCTV camera standards.

- Some cameras in the CG could optionally have Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) functionality that would help them optimally focus on the IR LEDs and video sensors of other cameras in the CG. Having all or a part of CCTV cameras with PTZ functionality in such a CG is an optimistic assumption, but can become realistic very soon with the fast technological advance and the fast price drops within this extremely competitive market. However, though important, PTZ functionality is not essential to the essence of CG attack described.

Under these assumptions, the cameras in the CG could relay data and commands to each other using the IR spectrum. Therefore, this scenario could be used not just as data exfiltration, but also as an autonomous collaborative network of malicious CCTV cameras. Similar to visual layer attack, the attacker could then send command-and-control data to the CCTV cameras via the IR LEDs messaging (instead of coded visual images). Such a channel would constitute an addition to the classical (W)LAN and Internet channels used for communication and compromise.

**VisiSploit Extension.**

Recently, Guri et al. [53] presented VisiSploit, a new type of optical covert channel that exploits the limitations of human visual perception in order to unobtrusively leak data through a standard computer LCD display. Most of VSS and CCTV systems are connected to screens that are fully or partially visible to public. These screens present live image feeds from one or more cameras in the system. For example, this type of deployment is particularly popular in (super-)markets to deter shoplifting and to aid personnel in early detection of potential illegal or unethical activities. However, this type of deployment can also be seen in operational centers of large parkings, in reception lobbies of organizations (e.g., companies, hotels, elite residences), and many other places. Therefore, a compromised VSS and CCTV component could use screens in such deployments in combination with VisiSploit techniques to exfiltrate data.

**Steganography.**

Steganography is the art of hiding information within other information (e.g., images, documents, media streams or network protocols). Even though many different "carrier" media can be used for this purpose, digital images are the most popular because of their frequency on the Internet and their effectiveness in achieving steganography. A comprehensive overview of image steganography is presented in [77][99].

A particular characteristic of VSS and CCTV systems is that virtually all systems provide both video and image streams [62]. The image streams can be either motion images (e.g., MJPEG) or still snapshots, and can be usually accessed at URLs such as [http://CAM-IP/now.jpg](http://CAM-IP/now.jpg), [http://CAM-IP/shot.jpg](http://CAM-IP/shot.jpg) or [http://CAM-IP/img/snapshot.cgi?size=2](http://CAM-IP/img/snapshot.cgi?size=2).

Therefore, a compromised VSS component (e.g., CCTV camera, DVR, NVR) can exfiltrate data by employing steganography when generating the image snapshots/streams mentioned above. Then, the attacker just would need to capture the digital image snapshots from well known URLs above and recover the exfiltrated data. Whether and how the attacker can access the image streams is beyond the purpose of this paper, but recent projects such as TRENDnet Exposed [27], Insecam [26], Shodan Images [104], corroborated with studies such as [43], demonstrate that it is very feasible and extremely easy to accomplish with the current cybersecurity practices within VSS and CCTV systems. To prevent data exfiltration involving steganography as presented above, automated methods for steganography detection could be applied [31][49].

**PTZ: Mechanical Movement and Position.**

Many modern CCTV cameras have the so called Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) functionality. PTZ is a feature of CCTV cameras that allow them to move and remain fixed in almost any direction in 3D (e.g., using pan and tilt movements), and also zoom in and out by various zoom factors (e.g., using a high precision lens). Such functionality is usually enabled by stepper motors built into specific camera models and is generally controlled by PTZ data protocols. The PTZ data protocols are sequences of bytes, composing commands and results, sent over a communication channel to control the pan, tilt and zoom. The PTZ commands and results are classically sent over RS-422 or RS-485 links, but can also be sent over classical Ethernet and WiFi channels. The PTZ commands can be sent to the PTZ-capable cameras from specialized PTZ-controls (e.g., special shortcuts keyboard with a joystick meant for surveillance room personnel) or from software (e.g., OS-specific thick clients or browser-based lightweight clients).

In this context, a compromised CCTV camera can exfiltrate data to the external attacker by encoding data into its position or movement changes. For example, it could change its normal fixed position to a specific fixed position that would encode a particular value. Let us assume that a compromised camera on a wall has the normal position "looking" down-right. To exfiltrate data, a compromised camera would then encode: bits 00 by moving itself to "look" up-and-right; bits 01 by moving itself to "look" up-and-left; bits 10 by moving itself to "look" down-and-left. To add more bits of data resolution (therefore increasing exfiltration data-rate), the number of such abnormal positions would be increased (pretty much like in Phase-Shift-Keying, or PSK, modulation) and would require an attacker a more precise observation of the compromised camera from the outside.

One drawback is that the attacker needs to identify in advance valid abnormal positions for each camera, as to not get confused with valid camera position during the data exfiltration. Another drawback is that suddenly changing camera position to a new one,
that could even not make any sense, could raise concerns of the surveillance personnel and compromise the covert channel. To compensate for this, the information to be exfiltrated could be encoded as small deviations in PTZ movement (e.g., slight changes in velocity of move, slight changes in the axis of move) compared to normal camera operation. By comparison, encoding data into movement of CCTV cameras (or parts of a system that allow movement) is comparable to aircraft marshalling, where well defined movements of the marshaller have well encoded messages to the pilots. One drawback to this technique is that the attacker would need a quite sophisticated observation equipment to capture and measure the small and unobservable deviations to decode the exfiltrated data. Another drawback is that the attacker would need to have a baseline of normal move operation of each camera she plans to compromise, and this is untrivial.

Finally, let us assume a Collaborative Group (CG) of compromised CCTV cameras which are observable at the same time by the attacker. By combining and precisely coordinating the data they encode through PTZ, either via abnormal camera positions or via small deviations in PTZ movement, the data-rate of the exfiltration could be substantially increased. We leave the implementation and practical evaluation of such attacks as future work.

Audio Layer.

Many VSS and CCTV systems are audio-capable, meaning they can record and process one or more audio channels coming from external microphones or from microphones built into CCTV cameras. Therefore, a compromised VSS component (e.g., CCTV camera, DVR, NVR) can use the audio layer as a command-and-control channel, for example using hidden voice commands techniques [35].

3.2.3 Denial-of-Service and Jamming Attacks

We would like to emphasize on the importance of Denial-of-Service (DoS) and jamming attacks carried onto video surveillance systems. In most cases, uninterrupted and untempered operation is critically important for video surveillance systems, for example because they are used to monitor and record crimes or other important activities. Producing a DoS attack on a CCTV systems even for 1 minute could make them miss an important event such as an extremely fast bank robbery [28] or crimes with worse implications [29]. That is why, while a DoS attack on a home router could be a minor nuisance, the DoS attacks on video surveillance systems have critical impact and have to be taken into consideration during design, evaluation and testing.

4. ONLINE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Some of the most useful and used features of a modern video surveillance system are the plug-and-play feature for easy installation and deployment, and the remote access features for management and video monitoring. As a result, many video surveillance systems end-up connected and exposed directly to the Internet [25], often having the default settings and credentials [33]. Therefore, we tried to estimate the number of Internet-facing video surveillance systems to be able to evaluate the magnitude of the potential exposure. For this purpose, we collected and compiled a large list of queries specific to video surveillance systems and then we ran them on both online services and existing Internet scanning databases. Using the Shodan [24] web-service, these queries revealed an incredible number of more than 2.2M video surveillance systems produced by more than 20 distinct vendors. Using the Internet Census 2012 database [19], these queries returned more than 400K VSS produced by more than 10 distinct vendors. At the same time, some reports [63] estimate there were nearly 245M video surveillance cameras installed globally in 2014. Unsurprisingly, the discovery, tracking and publication [10] of online video surveillance systems, that are vulnerable, compromised or lower the effective privacy of their owners, has always been a hot topic of interest and debate. Projects such as TRENDnet Exposed [27], Insecam [26], Shodan Images [104] and EFF ALPR [74] are several examples of such initiatives. As a result these projects received an incredible amount of media attention, public scrutiny and outrage, by raising once again the issue of lacking security and privacy in modern video surveillance systems.

Worse, according to Cui and Stolfo [43], 39.72% of cameras and surveillance systems they analyzed on the Internet in 2010 were running with default credentials. This basically means they are completely exposed to any kind of attacks such as video-feed eavesdropping [39] malicious firmware updates, DNS hijacking. As an additional example, we analyzed a set of firmware images for a DVR system and discovered a full admin backdoor. We then correlated identification information extracted from firmware images with the results of the queries we mentioned above. This resulted in more than 130K affected online accessible devices.

Even though some of these systems (i.e., their IP addresses) and vendors may overlap (or not be completely accurate accounted for), these results give a lower-bound estimate of the scale at which video surveillance systems are exposed and vulnerable to cybersecurity threats. Running Internet-wide queries and using vulnerability estimations from previous works [43], proved to be a very efficient method for estimating the number of potentially exposed and vulnerable video surveillance systems.

5. SOLUTIONS

Below we summarize a set of recommendations that we hope can help increase the security of the hardware, firmware and network communication of video surveillance systems. With increased security, we hope that a safer operation and an increased privacy of the entire VSS could be achieved.

Factory reset button.

Providing a factory reset button can help reset the system to a known factory safe and secure image and state from a non-volatile non-writable secure memory chip.

Secure scan chains.

Implementing secure scan techniques [60] may allow secure debugging, testing and restoring without the risk of unauthorized users to gain access to debug functionality.

Many times along with their screenshots and video feeds.

Practically demonstrated at large scale by projects such as TRENDnet Exposed [27], Insecam [26], and Shodan Images [104].
(Remote) attestation.
Implementing (remote) software or device attestation techniques would ensure, via static or dynamic root of trust, that critical code requiring safety and security is not tampered with. This can be achieved for example via minor firmware and hardware changes, as detailed in SMART [43].

Formal proof and verification.
Applying formal proof and verification techniques to hardware designs, firmware implementations, communication and security protocols. This can greatly improve safety and security of hardware, firmware and protocols.

Standards compliance.
Implementing software and hardware security compliance standards (similar to avionics field’s DO-254 and DO-178B) for hardware and software, respectively, can ensure stronger security for video surveillance systems; for example, at present very few VSSs implement standards such as BS8418, BSEN50131-1 and DD243:2004 (though these do not directly relate to cyber-security risks per-se as presented in Table [1]).

Visual layer.
As discussed in Section [3.2.1], solutions for visual layer attacks are not trivial. However, implementing the above solutions correctly, such as (remote) attestation and secure firmware upgrade mechanisms, would eliminate the need for visual layer countermeasures as they are described in Section [3.2.1].

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a systematic review of security of video surveillance systems by describing in detail threats, vulnerabilities, attacks, and mitigations. Based on publicly available data and existing classifications and taxonomies, the review presented in this paper provides comprehensive information on how video surveillance systems can be attacked and protected at various levels. This structured knowledge can then be used to better understand and identify the security and privacy risks associated with the development, deployment and use of these systems. Moreover, this paper presented a set of recommendations and mitigations that can improve the security and privacy aspects of video surveillance systems.
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Table 1: Summary of threats, vulnerabilities, attacks, and mitigations classification for video surveillance systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack category</th>
<th>Attack source</th>
<th>Attack type</th>
<th>Attacker type</th>
<th>Directly affected components</th>
<th>Exploitation complexity</th>
<th>Mitigation complexity</th>
<th>Additional comments on mitigation (if applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Software        | Web Interface | Weak access control or weak authentication | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Do not use default passwords |-
| Software        | Web Interface | Insufficient Transport Layer Protection | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement transport layer protection protocols |-
| Software        | Web Interface | Denial-of-Service (DoS) | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Complex | - Do not use default passwords |-
| Software        | Web Interface | XSS | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement input validation libraries |-
| Software        | Web Interface | CSRF | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement input validation |-
| Software        | Web Interface | Path traversal | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement input validation |-
| Software        | Web Interface | Information leakage via file disclosure | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement input validation |-
| Software        | Web Interface | Command injection | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement input validation |-
| Software        | Web Interface | Buffer overflow | Network Remote Local | Firmwire of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy | Easy | - Implement input validation |-
| Software        | Firmware Update | Reverse engineering | Network Remote Local | Bootloader, kernel, firmware of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy to Complex | Easy to Complex | - Firmware encryption using encryption |-
| Software        | Firmware Update | Unauthorized firmware update | Network Remote Local | Bootloader, kernel, firmware of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy to Complex | Easy to Complex | - Firmware encryption using encryption |-
| Software/Hardware | Mechanical  | Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) | Network Remote Local | Camera with PTZ support | Complex | Easy | - Implement input validation |-
| Hardware        | Debug Port | Debug protocols attack | Physical Local | Bootloader, kernel, firmware of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy to Complex | Complex | - Implement input validation |-
| Hardware        | USB Port | TDoC TDoC Encrypt | Physical Local | Bootloader, kernel, firmware of DVR, NVR, IP-camera | Easy to Complex | Complex | - Implement input validation |-
| Optical         | Visual Layer Malicious Images | Command and control | Physical Local | Cameras | Easy to Complex | Medium to Complex | - Copy the software or firmware files to internal storage |-
| Optical         | Visual Layer VoIp packet sniffing | Data exfiltration | Physical Local | Cameras | Easy to Complex | Medium to Complex | - Copy the software or firmware files to internal storage |-
| Optical         | Visual Layer Steganography | Data exfiltration | Physical Local | Cameras | Easy to Complex | Medium to Complex | - Copy the software or firmware files to internal storage |-
| Optical         | PHY LED (out) | Command and control | Physical Local | Cameras | Easy to Complex | Medium to Complex | - Copy the software or firmware files to internal storage |-
| Optical         | PHY Infrared | Command and control | Physical Local | Cameras with IR remote control | Easy to Complex | Medium to Complex | - Copy the software or firmware files to internal storage |-
| RF/Wireless      | Radio Frequency (RF) | Denial-of-Service (DoS) | Physical Remote | Communication links | Easy | Medium to Complex | - Spread spectrum techniques |-
| RF/Wireless      | Radio Frequency (RF) | Eavesdropping | Physical Remote | Communication links | Easy | Medium to Complex | - Spread spectrum techniques |-
| RF/Wireless      | Wi-Fi 802.11 | Denial-of-Service (DoS) | Physical Remote | Communication links | Easy | Medium to Complex | - Spread spectrum techniques |-
| RF/Wireless      | Wi-Fi 802.11 | Eavesdropping | Physical Remote | Communication links | Easy | Medium to Complex | - Spread spectrum techniques |-